Lovereading4kids Reader reviews of
The Battle of Blighty Bling
Written by Ruth Quayle
Below are the complete reviews, written by the Lovereading4kids members.

Huxley Glen, age 7
A very funny book with a great story
from start to finish. Great characters
throughout the book and very well
written with good illustrations which
really brought the story to life.
This is such a funny book and you are
guaranteed to laugh out loud while reading
it. We couldn't stop reading it because we
wanted to see what adventures they got up
to next. All of the characters are very well
written especially the children. The
illustrations really brought the characters
to life. We would recommend this book as it
is so well written.
Prisha Yadav, age 8
Amazing Book full of adventures.
I enjoyed reading this book as it was full of
mystery and adventures. My favourite
character was vic who was the eldest pirate
as I could relate myself to her. The storyline
was interesting as vic and her pirate family
tries to get back when their boat sank last year and how they hated human's lifestyle. I
liked that the book was full of suspense. I would like to recommend this book to young
children especially those who love pirates.
https://prishayadav.blogspot.com/2018/07/the-battle-of-the-blighty-bling-by-ruth.html

Sam Briggs, age 9
An adventure book about 3 pirates looking for their gem, and lots of things
happen along the way.
This is a book about 3 young pirates in an adventure, They go looking for their stolen
gem, the Blighty Bling. Lots of things happen and my favourite part was when they
met the bad pirates. I think the book was good, but for it to be great I would have liked
more excitement!
Alex Golding, age 8
The Battle of the Blighty Bling was wrote by Ruth Quayle. I very enjoyed
this book very much because there are funny bits like the bit were the mum
tells the dad to walk the plank. I would like to do this to my sister.
It is a story about pirates losing their boat and how to defeat a pirate called Guillemot.
Guillemot is a bad pirate who want the Blighty BLING!
Ollie and Toby Hopwood, age 8 and 6
This book is completely hilarious. We were screaming with laughter
because the pirate kids are really naughty. The pictures are really good. I
wish we had a parrot that shouted rude words at people.
The Battle of the Blighty Bling is completely hilarious. Some pirate kids have ended up
living in a leaky caravan on the South Coast of England because their parents have
lost their ship The Sixpoint Sally. Then the kids lose their family treasure called The
Blighty Bling while their parents are out shopping. They have to get some non-pirate
kids to help them get it back from a really nasty pirate who bites people’s fingers off
with his gold teeth. Then they lose their little sister Maud as well as the Blighty Bling.
We were screaming with laughter because the pirate kids are really naughty, like
when the boy called Bert sticks his bum out at the posh neighbours and when the
toddler Maud shouted “You’re quite old, why haven’t you died yet?!” at the horrible
pirate. The pictures are really good and I wish we had a parrot that shouted rude
words at people. We definitely give this book a five out of five.
www.acornstem.co.uk

Lucas Blake, age 7
Like pirates, adventures and loads of cool pictures? Then this book is for
you. Just watch out when the parrot flies overhead!
This pirate story is good. A group of children (two who are pirates and two who are
not) have to rescue the youngest pirate and family treasure from the gold-teethed
fierce Captain Guillemot. The rescuers are helped by sweet wrappers, so you

understand why the pirates say never to eat healthy food! I really like the pictures
(especially the puffins) and the black pages. At first I thought it might have a flick-book
animation. I thought the bombs with the page numbers might explode if I flicked the
pages but it doesn’t. My favourite part of the story was when the McScurvy’s parrot
had the last laugh - it made me laugh! I would recommend this book to anyone who
likes pirates and adventures!
Amatullah Khatun, age 8
'The Battle of the Blighty Bling' is a rip-roaring, fantastic book. Perfect for
fans of Mr Gum, and Spangles McNasty books. The wacky illustrations by
Eric Heyman are so brill.
The McScurvys are a family of pirates like no other you've heard or read of. They get
seasick, now live in a caravan, the kids go to school and their parents work in a
supermarket (where they pinch yummy food for their piratey feasts).
Sister and brother, Vic and Bert are trying to impress their younger sister Maud and
so play pirates with their family's priceless treasure, The Blighty Bling. BUT when
their swords are stolen their whole adventure or misadventure starts. We whizzed
through this funny read in no time at all.
Aggie Daniels, age 8
A great read for 5-7 year olds with a love of pirates!
I thought that this book was going to be about a massive pirate fight.
I was immediately hooked into this book, but I wasn't sure if it was meant to be funny
or not. I certainly laughed a lot when Maud stuffed the mighty bling into her nappy!!!
I think that this book might suit a slightly younger reader, maybe 5-7.
Although I enjoyed this book i think that you would enjoy it more if you really liked
pirates.
Teddy Simmons, Age 8
I loved the unusual characters & I couldn't stop reading!
I loved the unusual characters & I couldn't stop reading! My favourite character is Vic,
she is clever and funny. I like that the family live in a caravan & the story made me
giggle!

